Let g be a canonical product having only real negative zeros and nonintegral order À , and let 4> be the set function defined by 2n4>(E) = fE nAcsc 71À cos A9 d6 . It is shown that if E(r) is the set of values of 9 e (-n, it] where \g(re' )| > 1, rn is a sequence of Polya peaks of g and 5 is the deficiency of the value zero of g then lim inf 4>(E(rn)) > 2(1 -c5)~ .This inequality leads to a sharp spread relation for g .
where rm is a sequence of Polya peaks of order p of T(r, g). The exact meaning of these peaks will not be needed here; for their definition see [4] . In private communication, Professor Daniel Shea asked whether (5) can be improved for the functions g defined by ( 1 ) and having only negative zeros. It is the purpose of this note to obtain a sharp form of (5) for such functions.
Recall that the deficiency of the value 0 of g is defined by (6) 0(0) = 0(0, g) = 1-iimsupfffeiM, r^oo 1 (r , g) where (7) N(r,i/g) = fAln(t)dt Jo and n(t) is the number of zeros of g in the disk \z\ < t. Our results may be stated as follows: Theorem 1. Let g be a Weierstrass canonical product of genus q > 1, having only negative zeros and assume that the lower order p of g is nonintegral. Let tp be the function defined on (-n, n) by If the lower order of g satisfies q < p < q + \ , then it may happen that one component of the set E(r ) extends all the way up to n . In this case we can obtain a sharper form of (11): Theorem 2. Let g be as in Theorem 1 and assume that (12) q<p<q+-.
If n G E(rm) for infinitely many values of m , then "3, l=p|£(rJIÏ2,0-,/,) + fsi"-'{^^}.
Furthermore, (13) is sharp.
For the case 0 < p < 1, the analogues of (10) and (11) continue to hold true [4] and require no geometric restriction on the zeros of g. As for (13), the spread relation of Edrei gives the stronger result liminf \E(rm)\ = 2n .
An entire function having finite lower order p and having all its zeros on one ray necessarily [2] has finite order I and satisfies X < [p] +1. Thus for the functions g defined by (1) we always have q < p < X < q+I . The assumptions in Theorems 1 and 2 imply q < p < q + 1 .
Our proofs depend on the following two results of Hellerstein and Williamson [5] : The sets E(r) and C(r) defined in (4) and (14) respectively satisfy E(r) = C(r) U -C(r). This is because the function \g(re )| is an even function of 6 , a fact which follows from ( 1 ) and the reality of the zeros an . Recalling the definitions of \p (6) where we have used a0 = aq+2 = 0 and q < p < q + 1 to write cscnp = -\ csc7t¿í|. If q is even, then in view of (18) the integral in (2.1) equals
Using (20) and the above, we obtain
Now (10) follows immediately from (2.2), (19), and (6). We note here that (2.2) and (2.1) imply
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The first and last inequalities imply that We may assume that for all large m , |C(rm)| < (<? + l)n/2p , since otherwise the inequality in (11) is manifestly true. Thus (2.7) now implies that (2.8) |C(0l>^ism-'{!^.ÍLí^))} im -oo).
Recalling (19) and (6), we see that (2.8) leads to (2.9) liminf|£(OI > ¿^±il sin"1 {^-2
and the proof of (11) is complete when q is odd.
If q is an even integer, we have to proceed slightly differently: Since [(q + l)/2] = q/2, the first sum in (2.5) where the inequality is justified as in the case of odd q . We now let x0 = pax , x = jp(a2j+x -a2j) for / = 1, ... , q/2 and x = x . This gives us q + 1 numbers in [0, n] to which we may apply the concavity of sinx. We thus obtain sin J (q+ I)-1 x0 + E(x,+x_;.) > > (« + 1)"' < sinx0 + 2¿sin^. >.
It follows that fawjl}-Now (2.10) and (2.11) lead us back to (2.8) and (2.9). Hence (11) is true when q is odd, and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete except for the statement about the sharpness of the inequalities.
Proof of Theorem 2
Assume that the lower order p of g satisfies (3.1) q<P<q+^, and that for infinitely many values of m , n G E(rm). By taking a subsequence of rm which we also denote by rm , we may assume that n G E(rm) for all m . This means that we have Thus the inequality (3.5) also holds true in the case of odd q , and hence (13) follows in this case also. Note that if q = 1, the sum in the second line in (3.7) is empty.
4. The best possible character of Theorems 1 and 2
Let g he a Weierstrass canonical product of genus q > 1 and order p, q < p < q + 1 , having only real negative zeros and satisfying and this shows that equality can hold in (10). From (4.5) and (4.1), it follows that T(r, g) is regularly varying and so every sequence is a sequence of Polya peaks of order p of T(r, g). Thus, by the remark after the proof of (2.4), we conclude that for such functions g, and for j = I, ... , q and aq+\(r) ~* n ^ Q < ß AL q + j. It follows that for such functions g, the measure of the set E(r) defined in (4) ) and (4.8) imply that equality can hold in (13), which must therefore be a best possible inequality.
